Liberal Studies: Humanities/Social Science

Applied Spanish Program Sequence A (Updated March 2019)

Required Credits: 18

**Introductory Level Courses: 3 credits**

SPAN 05212  Spanish Reading and Composition* (prerequisite SPAN 05211 or waiver from department)

**Advanced Level Courses: 12 credits**

Choose four courses from:

- SPAN 05300  Spanish Phonetics (prerequisite SPAN 05211 or waiver from department)
- SPAN 05305  Oral Spanish (prerequisite SPAN 05211 or waiver from department)
- SPAN 05302  Intro to Hispanic Linguistics (prerequisite SPAN 05212)
- SPAN 05312  Spanish for Business A (prerequisite SPAN 05212)
- SPAN 05313  Spanish for Medical Personnel (prerequisite SPAN 05212)
- SPAN 05314  Spanish for Business B (prerequisite SPAN 05212)
- SPAN 05315  Spanish for Law (prerequisite SPAN 05212)
- SPAN 05320  Spanish Civilization and Culture (prerequisite SPAN 05212)
- SPAN 05324  Spanish American Civilization and Culture (M/G) (prerequisite SPAN 05212)
- SPAN 05350  Intro to Spanish Interpretation (prerequisite SPAN 05212)
- SPAN 05400  History of the Spanish Language (prerequisite SPAN 05212)
- SPAN 05340  Intro to Spanish Translation (prerequisite SPAN 05212)
- SPAN 05441  Advanced Spanish Translation (prerequisite SPAN 05340)

**Senior Level Capstone: 3 credits**

- SPAN 05411  Advanced Spanish Conversation** (prerequisite Any 300-level course in Spanish)

*Upon declaring the Applied Spanish Program Sequence, all students are required to take the STAMP 4S Spanish Placement Exam for initial course placement. Contact the Spanish Placement Coordinator, Esther Mas (mas@rowan.edu), for information regarding this exam.

**All students must take the STAMP 4S Spanish Placement Exam again, as a final assessment of proficiency, while enrolled in "Advanced Spanish Conversation."

All courses must be passed with a letter grade of "C-" or better, and no courses may be taken Pass/No Credit (P/NC).